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     Abstract 
 
                    In recent years the number of the radiological equipment throughout the 
country grew immensely. It encounters old installations, new modern devices as well as 
and this in ever rising degree mainly imported second-hand machines or recycled ones. It 
is well known  that the performance of a medical device and particularly of a X-ray one 
depends on many factors, some of them being of paramount importance for its life cycle: 
factory-side set characteristics, mode of operation, daily use (load), quality of service, etc.  
                   The “soft” radiography technique (low radiation – 50 to 85 kV), due to certain 
conjuncture considerations used at large in this country, is totally contradicting the 
European criteria for image quality. Something more, it seems to be one of the most 
essential reasons for the higher radiation exposure of the patients and the staff. 
                   The often advocated argument to save the equipment by means of the “soft 
technique” is not acceptable and taking into account the preset nominal values of the basic 
radiological parameters/ components has categorically to be rejected. The cardinal task of 
the engaged service staff consists in installing/guaranteeing the technological conditions 
fully to meet the European norms whereas the inspector has to monitor, analyze, compare 
and if necessary to undertake measures to obtain this compliance. It is a matter not only of 
reliability and availability, the purpose consists rather in a consistent good image quality.  
                   The application of the “hard technique” /high radiation/  for chest radiography 
ensures not only a more complete and more precise diagnostic information but also helps 
in reducing the irradiation of the patient and the staff and in this manner contributes to 
lower the medical risk and to raise the medical diagnostic care on a higher level. 
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      Introduction 
                      
             To answer the rhetorical question stated above one has to examine both well 
known techniques for chest radiography: the soft high contrast and the hard techniques. 
             The X-ray units, installed during the last years throughout the country 
dramatically grew in number and complexity. New sophisticated systems did join the 
older systems still in use. The imported second-hand devices have to be counted to the 
new ones. Independent on the fact that prior to the import they already have been 
exploited, often they do offer good resource regarding the image quality they may 
provide. The assessment and consequently the answer of the question “soft technique” for 
chest radiography  - yes or not, predominantly foots on the technical parameters of  the 
available equipment. 
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      Influencing factors 
               
            A more detailed investigation of the operation with the one or the other technique 
should be done taking into consideration the diverse factors influencing the diagnostic 
imaging process and by this the image quality itself. To make a X-ray picture four 
principal components are needed: the X-ray unit, the imaging system including the film 
cassette with the film-screen combination, the radiograph/film developing system and at 
the end the doctor radiologist, who will interpret/ make sense to the provided image and 
make the diagnosis. Two factors have important impact on the interoperation of these 
components:  the objective one, concerning the hardware – the equipment used, and the 
subjective one, determined by the degree and quality of the education and training of the 
medical staff.  
            At a glance a positive answer might seem acceptable: by definition both 
techniques: the soft and the hard one differ mainly by the value of the high voltage applied 
to make the radiograph. As is well known /6/ the contrast on the X-ray picture is defined 
by the energy of the x-ray photons. In its turn the energy depends on the maximum (peak) 
value and the degree of pulsations of the anode voltage and on the total filtration of the X-
ray tube. The pulsations (ripple) of the tube voltage are defined as percentage of its peak 
value. That is why new generation – HF machines appeared: the ripple for them is 
typically between 13% for medium power and 4% for high power (up to 100 kV ). The 
actual ripple depends on the technical factors, the smoothing capacity parallel to the X-ray 
tube and the value of voltage. Furthermore the reproducibility and consistency of the tube 
voltage have a substantial effect on the image quality. 
             Still before the Coordinated IAEA-CEC Programme  on Reducing the Medical 
Exposure of the Patient in Diagnostic Radiology[1] started, the common chest 
radiography technique was hard, i.e., given high voltage of 125 kV [2] The same 
technique was in the practice in Bulgaria, too. 
             Later on, in following conjectural considerations for the purposes of this 
radiological procedure the “soft technique” (50 – 90 kV) has been introduced and began to 
substitute the hard one. The recommendation for it based (still in our days as well!) on the 
argument to “save” the X-ray unit (X-ray tube, HV cables, and so on). With view to the 
nominal parameters of the radiological apparatus preset by the manufacturer this argument 
has no acceptable background and has to be rejected. The low voltage technique leads to a 
higher entrance surface dose even after optimization. All radiological systems, installed in 
the country for the purposes of the chest radiography, independent on the year of 
production, as to their technical parameters guarantee a normal trouble-free operation with 
the high voltage in a sufficiently broad range - 50 to 150 kV:  
 

Producer Type  Anode voltage (max) Current (max) 
Chirana Chiralux 2 125 kV 700 mA 

TuR-Dresden D 701, D 800 125 kV 800 mA 

Medicor Mediroll 125 kV 100 mA 

Koch & Sterzel/GE Process 800-ST 125 kV 800 mA 

CGR Exponent 801 ST 125 kV 800 mA 

Siemens Tridoros 512 MP 150 kV 600 mA 

Philips Super 70 125 kV 400 mA 

K & S Editor MP-601 125 kV 700 mA 



Koch & Sterzel Titanos 1000 150 kV 1000 mA 

General Electric Angiomax 150 kV 250 mA 

Koch & Sterzel/GE Stratomatic U 150 kV 1000 mA 

CGR Prestilix 150 kV 1000 mA 

Siemens Polyphos  150 kV 600 mA 

Philips Telediagnost 150 kV 600 mA 

K & S   Editor MP-701 150 kV 800 mA 

Villa Sistemi Medicale Genius 65 HF 150 kV 800 mA 

As it may be recognized from the cited examples the X-ray machines under operation 
throughout the country enable the application of the needed high voltage.  
              The great penetrating capacity of the hard X-rays permits the obtaining of 
pictures very close to the best possible ones theoretically achievable. In this case the 
amount of electricity necessary to produce a radiograph is a minimum, therefore the 
radiation exposure of the patient is kept as low as possible. An increase in the tube voltage 
results in an increased penetration of the X-ray beam and consequently in a reduction of 
the absorbed dose (and the contrast/resolution, too). Nevertheless, the radiation dose stays 
compatible with the image quality necessary for an adequate diagnosis.  
              The next objective factor encompasses the utilized film cassettes and the film-
screen combination (speed class). The latter makes it possible to apply extremely short 
time of exposition which to a certain degree compensates for the risk of overloading the 
X-ray tube. When using the hard technique, i.e., voltages higher than 100 kV it 
significantly compensates for the ageing of the film-screen combinations and their 
sensitivity, too.  
              The large-scale trial, accomplished in the EU-member states and outside alike 
[3], found out that nearly 85% of the included radiological facilities apply voltages 
between 100 and 150 kV and only in less than 15 % - under 100 kV. Figure 1 illustrates 
the striking difference in the patient irradiation, expressed by the average entrance surface 
dose /mGy/.  
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    Fig. 1 – Average entrance dose for the different techniques of chest radiography 
                  In the CEC trial 1991 (n – number of pictures) 



                The national survey on the patient irradiation in Bulgaria in the last three years 
[4] yielded similar results: the higher dose values in chest radiography basically originate 
in the soft technique – voltages between 55 and 85 kV, applied at large. 
 

  
  

      Fig. 2 – The dependence of the irradiation          Fig. 3 – Frequency of use of the different  
             on the applied voltage                                          X-ray techniques in Bulgaria 
 
                                                                                                                      
From the figures it is clearly seen once again that the practiced soft technique leads to a 
higher radiation exposure of the patients. It is contradictory  to the European experience 
and is violating the quality criteria for the radiological image. 
                Last not least the image quality is essentially influenced by the utilized methods 
for film developing. When machine-processed, variations due to manual processing are 
avoided, and the rate of reproducibility of the set quality is high enough. The better the 
image quality the lower the probability to retake the picture and by this is attempted to 
optimize and to reduce the medical exposure of the patient and the staff. All “savings” of 
consumables or other measures to make the process more economical, it means all modes 
of operation differing from those prescribed by the producer, degenerate into a 
misunderstood economy and subsequently into an increased irradiation for the patient and 
the staff. 
                It must be pointed out and underlined that the technical service has the 
responsibility and the obligation to reach and maintain the values of the technical 
parameters for the X-ray equipment under operation in accordance with the European 
norms. The determination of quality standards for every diagnosis affects the acceptable 
contrast variations and the number of retakes due to the generator type. On the other hand, 
the supervising inspector staff has to monitor, analyze and guarantee the optimal 
performance of the apparatus and its proper use. Once again the important role of the 
quality control of appliances and the optimization of the radiation protection is made 
evident. The aim is to improve the safety and duration of use of the X-ray equipment. 
                The diagnostic process is finished by the doctor radiologist, who makes the 
diagnosis on the basis of the image on the X-ray film (for the time being), produced 
following the procedures described above. For this Quality criteria for the image in 
diagnostic radiology particularly in chest radiography has been recommended by the 
European commission. The ultimate goal is to achieve a minimum patient irradiation [5] 



through application of good radiological technique (a diagnostic reference level of 0,3 
mGy). They enclose above all: 
- total filtration: > 3,0 mm Al 
- film-screen combination: speed class above 400 
- film-focus distance: average 180 [140-200] cm 
- anode voltage: 125 kV 
- exposition time: shorter than 20 ms. 

 
Conclusions 
                      The attempt and the operation possibilities with the hard technique face the 
training and the capacities of the specialists with new demands. In the present case the 
subjective factor shouldn’t prevail nor influence the objective one. On the contrary, it should 
take care for the use the X-ray systems in the proper way, because a film of high quality 
produced as a result of the hard technique ensures a complete and precise diagnosis (the most 
adequate one). The latter follows from the improvement of the obtained image (the diagnostic 
information is more complete and more precise). Parallel to it, a substantial reduction of the 
irradiation will be achieved. In this manner, when matched, the European criteria for image 
quality represent a valuable aid not only in rising the training effectiveness but rather in 
collecting professional experience and by this, to elevate the patient care on a higher level, for 
a better quality of life. 
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